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Abstract. We define here a distributed abstract state machine (DASM) [7] of 
the network or routing layer of mobile ad hoc networks [13]. Such networks re-
quire routing strategies substantially different from those used in static commu-
nication networks, since storing and updating large routing tables at mobile 
hosts would congest the network with administration packets very fast. In [1], 
the hypercubic location service is presented, which considers a very strong 
definition of fault-tolerance thereby improving state-of-the-art ad hoc routing 
protocols in several respects. Our goal in modeling the protocols for the distrib-
uted location service and the position based routing is twofold. First, we support 
the definition and validation of wireless communication protocols and imple-
mentations based thereon. Second, we feel that the abstract computation model 
naturally reflects the layering principle of communication architectures in com-
bination with an uncompromisingly local view of the application domain. Thus 
we can identify fundamental semantic concepts, such as concurrency, reactivity 
and asynchronism, directly with the related concepts as imposed by the given 
application context. 

1 Introduction 

In this paper, we define a distributed abstract state machine (DASM) model [7] of the 
network or routing layer protocol for mobile ad hoc networks. Such networks are de-
signed for wireless communication and require no fixed infrastructure as the mobile 
hosts also perform routing tasks [13]. Thus, they are particularly suitable, for instance, 
for rescue operations in regions affected by a natural disaster. The dynamics of self-
organizing mobile networks require routing strategies substantially different from 
those used in static communication networks. Storing and updating large routing ta-
bles at mobile hosts would congest the network with administration packets very fast. 

Ad hoc routing received a lot of attention in recent years [13]. Several routing pro-
tocols have been developed. The so-called proactive protocols, like DSDV [15], con-
tinuously maintain route information for all destinations, whereas the reactive ones 
construct the routes for the destinations as required, e.g. DSR [9] and TORA [14]. 
Neither type of those strategies is fully satisfying however: the proactive ones suffer 
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from a congestion of administrative messages when devices begin to move relative 
fast; reactive strategies in contrast have the drawback of long network search routes 
and thus high initiation costs. 

Li et al. [11] present a routing strategy which combines the advantages of proactive 
and reactive routing. Their geographic location service (GLS), for each mobile node, 
consists of a few other randomly selected nodes that act as its location servers. Based 
on the assumption that every node can determine its current geographic position at 
any time—e.g., by using a global positioning system or GPS—, the nodes periodically 
resend position information to the location servers by the same routing mechanism 
used for normal data transmission, e.g., simple geographic forwarding. To initiate 
communication, we find a location server of the destination node and obtain its geo-
graphic position. A location server can be determined by visiting a well defined se-
quence of nodes such that each node acts as a location server of the next node in the 
sequence. 

In [1], the hypercubic location service is presented, which considers a very strong 
definition of fault-tolerance, thereby improving state-of-the-art ad hoc routing proto-
cols in several respects. Our goal in modeling the protocols for the distributed loca-
tion service and the position based routing is twofold. First, we support the definition 
and validation of wireless communication protocols and implementations based 
thereon. Second, we feel that the abstract computation model naturally reflects the 
layering principle of communication architectures [2] in combination with an uncom-
promisingly local view of the application. Thus we can identify fundamental semantic 
concepts, such as concurrency, reactivity and asynchronism, directly with the related 
concepts as imposed by the given application context. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly outlines the characteristic fea-
tures of the applied protocols and the abstract representation of the network topology 
for geographic ad hoc routing. Section 3 introduces the abstract data structures and 
computation model underlying our mathematical definition of the network model. The 
protocols for position based routing and the distributed location service are formally 
defined in Section 4 and Section 5 respectively. Section 6 concludes the paper. 

2 Efficient Ad Hoc Routing 

The routing protocol in [1] is divided into two sublayers, one for the location service 
and one for position based routing between known locations, as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
These two sublayers cooperatively form the network layer of a mobile ad hoc net-
work. The location service is based on a highly fault tolerant, self-scaling architecture 
called hypercubic location service or HLS. For the position based routing sublayer, 
the Yao-graph is used, which contains approximate power minimal routing paths. 
In order to describe the maintenance of the network and the routing protocol, the exis-
tence of a Media Access or MAC layer, e.g. IEEE 802.11, is assumed to resolve inter-
ference problems. Furthermore, it is assumed that the mobile hosts use directed radio 
so that they can increase the transmission power (in discrete steps) in a direction until 
at least one node eventually reacts by sending an acknowledge signal including its 
current geographic position. 
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Fig. 1. Layered communication architecture 

2.1 Hypercubic Location Service 

The hypercubic location service is presented in [1] and keeps most of the features of 
GLS [11], but also improves GLS in several ways. Here are the main aspects: 

- It needs very little assumption on how the density varies across geographic 
subregions. 

- It provides a method for very fast network topology recovery even after a failure 
of several mobile nodes—a task that requires reactive routing in GLS. 

- It provides very strong fault tolerance, still keeping degrees as low as in the 
GLS. 

- The network delivers a packet with a probability 1–n-c even in the case when a 
constant fraction of the nodes crash at the same time. 

- It survives a systematic destruction of devices within a region. 

- It includes the self-scaling feature of the network. 

- The location service forms a sublayer or the network layer, thus providing the 
flexibility of combining HLS with an arbitrary position based routing strategy. 

- It keeps the administrative traffic close to that of [11] with a slight loss in the lo-
cality of communication, which can be fixed by a multi-layer solution. 

 
Conceptually, HLS forms a sublayer of the network layer and consists of a dy-

namic and fault tolerant hypercubic network [10] with random IDs of the mobile de-
vices identifying the nodes. Random ID distribution can be easily achieved by either 
hashing the node's IP or other physical address, or hard-wiring a random sequence 
into the device. The nodes are organized in a hypercubic network with respect to their 
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random ID. In such networks neighbor IDs can be obtained by simple bit shift and flip 
operations of IDs. Each node in the network maintains location information of its hy-
percubic neighbors by periodically sending its own location to those neighbors. When 
the location of a node is known, a position based routing strategy can be used to pass 
messages to that node. 

When a node u wants to send data to another node v, first u has to detect the loca-
tion of node v. This happens as follows: The random ID of v can be obtained from the 
random ID of u by performing a certain sequence of elementary bit operations. This 
sequence defines a path in the hypercubic network from u to v [10]. Node u sends a 
so-called location request for v on this path which contains the ID of u and v as well 
as the location of u.  

Since the hypercubic neighbors are storing up-to-date location information from 
each other, the location request will be sent to the next node on the hypercube path us-
ing a certain position based routing. When the location request reaches v, then v sends 
its own location to u by using position based routing. After u has received the position 
of v it sends the data to v using the position based routing, as well. 

As shown in [1], the random distribution of mobile node ID's ensures two key fea-
ture of the HLS: 

- The location operations and the storage requirements are balanced across all the 
nodes. 

- Since the IDs are independent of the geographic location or any other sensible 
network property, HLS resists faults of almost all nodes in a certain region, or a 
systematical demolition of a constant fraction of nodes.1 

2.2 Position Based Routing 

In order to route the message between two consecutive nodes of the hypercube path, 
any position based routing can be used, and, in particular, any appropriate geometric 
graph, such as spanner graphs [4], can be used as underlying network topology with 
any suitable routing strategy on that graph. In [1] the so-called Yao-graph [17] is pro-
posed as network topology, because the following properties. 

- Each node has a constant number of outgoing edges as illustrated in Fig. 2. 

- The graph can be computed and maintained efficiently in a distributed manner 
(see [16] for example), allowing fast recovery from faults. 

- It is a so-called power spanner [12] that allow low power routing and/or a posi-
tion based routing where each node can determine the next node of the a path 
only knowing the geographic position of the destination node. 

                                                           
1 The location service can be adapted to the required scale of fault tolerance. The more storage 

per node is allowed for storing geographic positions of other nodes the higher is the scale of 
fault tolerance that can be reached. HLS is planned for resisting even against the simultane-
ous fault of a constant fraction of the nodes. In that case a Packet will find the destination 
with a polynomial probability of 1-n-c for a given constant c (see [1] for further details). 
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The Yao-graph GY (V)=(V,EY) for a set V of n points in the plane is defined as fol-
lows (see Fig. 2a for an example). Let k be an integer and θ = 2π / k. Let hi, i = 
0,...,k−1, be the half-line coincident with the rotated positive x-axis around the origo 
by an angle θ, and let ci be the cone between hi and hi+1 mod k. For a point p∈ 2 let 
ci(p), i = 0,...,k−1, be the translated cone ci whose apex is at p. For each p∈V, let αp be 
an angle, 0 ≤ αp < θ, and let ci'(p) be the rotated cone ci (p) around p by an angle αp. 
We call the cones ci'(p) the sectors of p. For p∈V and ci'(p), i = 0,...,k−1, let ni(p)∈S 
be the Euclidean nearest neighbor of p in ci'(p), if exists, and connect p to ni(p) by a 
directed edge (see Fig. 2b), i.e. EY = { (p, ni(p) : 0 ≤ i < k, ci'(p) ∩ V  ≠ ∅}. 

 

Fig. 2a. Yao graph for k = 6 with 256 nodes distributed uniformly at random within a square 
Fig. 2b. Sector ci (p) with nearest neighbor ni(p) 

We remark that the Yao-graph neighbors can be determined efficiently in a distrib-
uted and power efficient manner, as described in [16] for a variation of the Yao-
graph. This distributed construction assumes that the mobile nodes use directed radio 
and they can increase the transmission power (in discrete steps) in the sectors until at 
least one node hears them and sends an acknowledge signal which also can contain its 
geographic position. Then the node only has to choose the closest one among the re-
sponding nodes in each sector. Here we assume for simplicity that each node is within 
the maximum transmission range of each other node. 

3 Abstract Network Model 

Consider a distributed communication architecture consisting of some finite number 
of mobile hosts interconnected through a wireless communication network. The 
global topology is formed by viewing the mobile hosts as nodes of the network. Each 
node has the ability to act as communication endpoint and as router at the same time. 
The network is ad hoc and as such changes its topology frequently and without prior 
notice. Nodes operate concurrently and interact with each other by asynchronously 
sending and receiving packets of variable length.  
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Conceptually, we distinguish two basically different views of communication, 
commonly referred to as the horizontal and the vertical view of communication. Any 
direct communication between peer protocol entities (i.e., entities residing within the 
same layer) at different nodes is called horizontal communication. This form of com-
munication is only virtual and effectively realized by the lower level network layers. 
Therefore, the MAC layer renders a corresponding service to the network layer. This 
service is accessible through well defined interfaces, called service access points. 
Similarly, the network layer renders its service to the next higher layer, the transport 
layer. Communication between different layers of the same node is called vertical 
communication. This form of communication is restricted to adjoining layers. 

3.1 Concurrency and Real Time 

We describe the concurrent and reactive behavior of network protocol entities by an 
asynchronous computation model in the form of a DASM. Autonomously operating 
protocol entities are agents interacting with each other, and also with the external 
world, by reading and writing shared locations of global machine states. The underly-
ing semantic model regulates such interactions so that potential conflicts are resolved 
according to the definition of partially ordered runs [7]. 

Additionally, certain real time aspects need to be taken into account as well. Real 
time behavior imposes additional constraints on DASM runs ensuring that the agents 
react instantaneously [8]. To model the timing behavior faithfully, we introduce a no-
tion of local system time in combination with mechanisms for handling timeout 
events. Our semantic model of time resembles those defined, e.g., in [3],[5],[8], ex-
cept that we deliberately avoid a notion of global system time. 

We construct our network model based on an intuitive level of understanding with 
a degree of detail and precision oriented towards practical needs in applied systems 
engineering. As such, our model serves as a basis for development and experimental 
validation. For a rigorous mathematical definition of the underlying computation 
model, we refer to the original literature on the theory of ASMs [7]. For a tutorial in-
troduction to the DASM paradigm of systems modeling see also [6]. 

3.2 Communication Infrastructure 

The total number N of nodes is a parameter of the communication network. Each node 
has a coordinate identifying its geographic position on the plane. As nodes may (and 
usually do) move, their positions change over time. The current position of a node is 
always known and the node can access this information locally through an interface to 
some location system, for instance, such as a global positioning system or GPS.  
�����������
	�����

= �������
�������������
������������������ �!� ��"	 � �������$#��&%('��*)�+�,

:
	���"�

→
���"�� �!- ���	

Every node has a unique ID or address within a fixed global address space. We as-
sume a random distribution of the node IDs. This distribution is ensured by mapping 
some device specific address, e.g. such as Internet host names, IP addresses, or MAC 
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addresses, to the node IDs using a strong hash function (not further specified here). 
Consider the resulting addresses as given by a static mapping from nodes to some ab-
stract domain of addresses.2 
�������������������$��� ��� ���	��
",�, :

	���"�
→

�������$���

We model the network layer by identifying the underlying protocol entities with 
corresponding DASM agents. Each node has two autonomously operating agents, one 
for the distributed location service and one for the position based routing. These 
agents execute the program DistributedLocationService and PositionBasedRouting as 
stated by a unary dynamic function program defined on agents. Thus, the domain 
AGENT is formed by the disjoint union of two sets of agents to which we refer as DLS 
and PBR. (Note that the function program is undefined on all those elements of the 
base set not representing agents.) 
�����������������	�!

=
��$�

∪
����� � � +���
 :

��� ��	�!
→

	�����

In any given state of the network, the status of a node is either switched on (active), 
switched off (passive), or undefined (crashed). This status can change dynamically at 
run time depending on actions and events in the operational environment into which 
the network is embedded. For crashed nodes we assume that they do not interact with 
any other nodes. Consequently, they do not have any observable behavior and, as 
such, are not considered as agents of the DASM. Nonetheless, crashed nodes may re-
cover becoming active or passive again. Recovery of crashed nodes is completely un-
der the control of the external world and not further addressed here. 
�����������
��!���!������ � ,��	��������
�� ��+ � � ,��!�������
�����+"�" �
���"����#�� %('��*,�� � ��#�, :

	�����
→

��!���!	���

For the representation of the local system time as associated with the individual 
mobile hosts, we introduce a monitored function now defined on nodes. Time values 
are given by a linearly ordered domain TIME. Intuitively, now represents the time as 
measured by some local clock. We do not state any constraints on the accuracy for 
measuring the local time with regard to the overall global system time. 
����������� !-  $-� ��� +�� :

	�����
→

!-  $-�

3.3 Abstract Communication M odel 

Nodes send and receive packets consisting of two basically distinct parts, a packet 
header and the actual payload, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The header has a fixed structure 
identifying the receiver node, the sender node, and the packet type. For representing 
the information on the receiver and the sender within a packet header, we introduce a 
dynamic domain of abstract node references, called NREF. 
����������������%�&�� !
�����������
	�����' � , � �(� � ��� )*� :

����%�&�� !
→

	�����'
                                                           
2 By not identifying nodes with their addresses, we gain additional flexibility allowing us, for 

instance, to model the dynamic assignment of addresses to nodes (e.g., as done in [5] for 
TCP/IP networks), although we do not exploit this option in the model as presented here.  
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With every node reference we associate a node address and a geographic position. 

� ���(��
",�, :
	�����'

→
����������� � )�+�,�������+ � :

	�����'
→

�(���� �!- ���	

With respect to the meaning that a packet has, one can distinguish three basically 
different types of packets, namely: (1) detection packets, which are meaningful for the 
position based routing only; (2) discovery packets, which are meaningful for the dis-
tributed location service only; and (3) data packets. For detection packets, we further 
distinguish between neighbor requests and neighbor replies. Similarly, for discovery 
packets, we distinguish between location requests and location replies. 
����������� �� ! � %$!� ��"	

= { � 
�� � ����+!� ��
���#�
�,�� � � 
�� � ����+(����
�)���� }
����������� � ���%��	� ����


= {
��+� � ���+ � ��
���#�
�,�� � ��+� � ���+ � ��
�)���� }

���")�

:
� ��%�&���!

→
� ��%�&�� !�!
-���

=
���!�� � �%&"� !

∪
�� ! � %�!  ��-	

∪
� ���%���� ����


We abstractly represent data as associated with a packet’s payload using some not 
further specified domain DATA. Information encoded in the data part of detection 
packets and discovery packets is accessed by means of partial functions defined on 
packets (as will be explained). In the protocol description we do actually not consider 
the interpretation of data as associated with data packets any further.  
����������� ���!��

 

Fig. 3. Logical structure of packets for the communication between protocol entities 

According to the vertical view of communication, adjoining layers directly interact 
with each other through service access points. The network layer interacts with the 
MAC layer and the transport layer. Similarly, the position based routing, or PBR, in-
teracts with the distributed location service, or DLS. Such interactions are restricted to 
the operations as provided by the service primitives of a service access point. 

We use here two kinds of service primitives: (1) forwarding a single packet to the 
next high/lower layer; (2) receiving a single packet from the next high/lower layer. 
����%�&��(!�����+ ���

Layer ��� . � Packet � .[.{ � � Parameter � .}∗.]. �
The tag � Layer �  refers to an adjoining layer, � Packet �  to the packet to be forwarded, and 
� Parameter �  to additional information, such as the position of the destination node. We 
assume that the sender information is automatically attached to the packet header. 

At the receiving layer, the above operation causes a packet event through which the 
receiving layer obtains the packet. 
����%�&��(!��	"	� +�����

Layer ��� � Packet ���
The tag � Layer �  refers to the sending layer, and � Packet �  to the packet being received. 
We formalize a packet event using a monitored Boolean-valued function. In any given 
state, the value of this function is true only in the presence of a packet event, and false 
otherwise. Whenever a packet event occurs, the formal parameter � Packet �  is bound to 
an actual parameter identifying the packet being forwarded. 

Receiver Sender DataType

Header Payload

Packet

Receiver Sender DataType

Header Payload
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4 Position Based Routing 

With every node we associate some fixed number k of sectors, where k is a parameter 
of the network. Directed communication within a given sector i, 0 ≤ i ≤ k−1, is limited 
to those neighbors with a geographic position within the sector i. For every sector of a 
given node, the nearest (reachable) neighbor, if any, is identified locally through a 
dynamic mapping from node sectors to corresponding node references. 
�����������
����%�!���� � ��� ����� − ���
� 
�� � ����+(� :

	�����
→ � �"��%�!���� →

	�����' �
Finite Euclidian distances on the plane are represented as positive real numbers 

from a linearly ordered domain DISTANCE. We introduce a binary operation distance 
on pairs of coordinates for calculating finite distances. 
����������� � ���!��-	�%��
���,�� �"� ��
 ::::

�(�"�� (!- ���	
×
� ���� �!� ��"	

→
� ���!��-	�%��

4.1 Detection of Nearest Neighbors 

The search for the nearest neighbors of a given node splits into k independent search 
operations, one for each of the k node sectors. That is, we must ensure that the search 
for a nearest neighbor within sector i does not interfere with the search for a nearest 
neighbor within another sector j, for i ≠ j and 1 ≤  i,j  <  k. Therefore, nearest neighbor 
request packets also specify the related sector ID so that the responses from neighbors 
then can use this ID to refer to a particular sector of the requesting node. Thus, every 
reachable neighbor can be uniquely assigned to one of the k sectors. 

The sector information is encoded into the data part of the detection packets by 
means of a partial dynamic function sector defined on packets. 
,�
����$+!�

::::
� �%&��(!

→
��� %�!��	�

Nodes periodically update the information about their neighbors as the position of 
the nodes change dynamically and also because neighbors may become temporarily or 
permanently unreachable. The frequency of updates depends on various parameters, 
for instance, such as the relative speed of the neighbors and the node itself and the 
probability of node crashes. We abstract here from specific characteristics assuming 
the presence of externally controlled update events that trigger the start of detection 
cycles as indicated by the following function.3 
���"����#�� %('�� ��) � � ��
�	�
�� � ����+!�$� )�
 � � :

���-�$	�!
×
��� %$!����

→
�����(�

Intermediate results need to be stored temporarily until a detection cycle is com-
pleted. We therefore introduce an additional dynamic mapping from sectors to nodes. 

� 
 � 	�
� � ���+!� ::::
	���"�

→ � ��� %�!��	� →
	�����' �

                                                           
3 In any given state, the Boolean–valued function UpdateNeighborEvent has the value false on 

all those locations for which no detection cycle needs to be invoked.  
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The detection of neighbors is a time critical operation since node positions may 
changes over time. Nevertheless, responses from neighbors may be subject to delays 
caused by retransmissions at lower layers and the fact that a neighbor may not always 
react instantaneously. Therefore, a timeout mechanism ensures that late responses are 
ignored. Every neighbor request also carries a time stamp encoded into the data part. 
The time stamp is then copied into the related reply. For accessing the time stamp, we 
introduce the following partial function on packets. 
�� ��


::::
���%&�� !

→
!-  $-�

Each sector of a node has its own timer operating under control of the PBR agent 
of that node. The time value of a timer specifies its expiration time. Initially, and after 
each reset operation, it has the distinguished value “∞”  which is greater than all other 
time values. A timer with time value t, now ≤ t < ∞, is considered to be active. 
�� ��
��

:
�����	�!

×
����%�!��(�

→
!� �$-�

∪ {∞}

The actual time frame for detection cycles indeed is a parameter of the particular 
ad hoc network and depends on various application specific system characteristics. 
We represent this constant by a distinguished element duration from a static domain 
of finite time intervals that are given as positive real numbers. 
����������� ������!� ��"	 � ��#�� � ���$+ � :

�������!� ��"	

We can now define the rules for nearest neighbor detection that are executed by 
PBR agents as part of the PositionBasedRouting program defined in Sect. 4.2. In the 
below rules, ag refers to a DASM agent from PBR, PBR ⊂ AGENT. 
	�
 � ��
�,���	�
�� � ����+!�(�
���
������+ � �
��'�# � +���
 � � � � � +���
 � )�+",������$+ � � � � � � +���
 � )�+", � ��� ��
 � � � � � +���
 � � +�� ���
� � %(�����*, ���
��� %$!����
� � ��)�� � ��
�	�
�� � ���$+	����)�
 � � � � � � , � #��$'�� ��� ,�� � ��� � 
 � ��
���
�����+ � �	����

 �,�,�#�
�	�
� � ����+(��� 
��#�
�,�� � , � )�+-,������$+ � � ��� ��
 �
� 
�� 	�
� � ����+(� �(� +���
 � � , � :=

# � ��
�"
���	��
�� � � � � , � ::::==== � +�� ��� +���
 ���

��#�� � ��$+ � �	� , 
�� ��� ��
��
� � � +�� ��� +���
 � ≥

��� ��
(� � � � � , � #��$'"� ��� ��
���
������$+ � � ������
 ��� ��
$+�#��
� � � 
���	�
�� � ��+(� � � +���
 � � , � ∈

	�����' #
��'�� ��� � ,�,�� � � "�� ��� � � 
�,�#����

� 
�� � ����+(� �(� +���
 � � , � := � 
 � 	�
�� � ���$+!� �(� +���
 � � , �
���	��
	� � � � � , � := ∞

�	� ��
�,�
�� ���	��
(�

In order to generate a detection request, the position based routing creates a new 
detection request packet containing the relevant information, namely: the node ad-
dress and geographical position, the sector ID, and a time stamp. By means of the 
MAC layer, this packet then is sent to nodes within the specified sector. For brevity, 
the formal definition of this operation is not given here. 

On receiving a detection request, a detection reply packet is returned to the sender. 
The request and the reply are logically linked by copying the sector information and 
the time stamp of the request packet into the reply packet (see the below rule). 
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� ��� ���
�	�
�� � ����+(����
���#�
�,�� � ) :
� ��%�&�� ! � =

'���#�'"��� ����%�&�� !��-��#�� �
'���#�'"��� 	�����'��-��#�� � � ,

� � � ��)!� :=
�

� � , � �	� :=
,

� � � ���	��
�,�, :=
) � , � ��� � � ���	��
�,�, � � � )�+",������+ � :=

) � , � �!� � )�+�,������+ �
, � � ���	��
�,�, := � � � � +���
 � � ���	��
�,�, � , � )�+�,������$+ � := � � � � +���
 � )�+�,
� � � �-)�
 := � 
�� � ����+!� ��
�)�� �
� � ���	��
 :=

) � ���	��
 ��� ��+")�� ���	��
 ,�� � ��) "�(+� ��
��#�
",��*) � � � 
��
� � , 
����+(� :=

) � ,�
���$+!� ��� ��+") � ,�
����$+!��� � "$+	��� � ����+ � "�� +� � 
���#�
", � ) � � � 
��
� � � � 
�� ����+���$ ��% � � � ) � , � �	� � )�+�,������$+ �	�

Finally, detection replies need to be handled as well. The selection of neighbors 
depends on the distance to a responding neighbor as well as on the distance to the 
nearest neighbor detected so far. This operation is specified by the below rule. 
� ��� ���
�	�
�� � ����+(����
")	� � � ) :

���%&"� ! � =
��'�# ,

=
) � ,�
�����+(� ��� +���
 = � � � � +���
 � )�+�, � � � � � +���
 � )�+�,

� � ) � �� ��
 ≥ � � � � +���
 � � +�� −
�#� � ���$+ � #��$'��

��� ����
�� � ���,�� ��� ��
 � � � � � ,�� � � ��
�����
���� � ��
�	� ,���+*��
�� � 
 � � 
", � � 
� � ����+!�
�$'�#

α =
)�+�, � β =

) � , � ��� � )�+",�������+ � � γ =
)�+�,������+ � ��� 
��-	�
� � �$+	� ��� +���
 � � , ���

� � ����, � ��� ��
 � α � β ��� ����,�� ��� ��
 � α � γ � #��$'��

� 
��-	�
�� � �$+	� � � +���
 � � , � :=
) � , � ���

4.2 Packet Routing 

When receiving some packet from the MAC layer, the position based routing decides 
whether the packet can be delivered locally, or it needs to be forwarded to a remote 
destination. Delivering a packet locally means that the packet is handed over to the 
distributed location service running on the local node. Forwarding a packet means to 
send it to the nearest neighbor within the sector that matches with the position of the 
final destination node. 

Depending on the position of the destination relative to the position of the local 
node, the respective nearest neighbor is computed by means of the following function. 
�$+���)�#���
�	�
�� � ����+!� :

	�����
×
� �-�� �!� ��"	

→
	�����'

Below we define the model of the position based routing layer through the DASM 
program PositionBasedRouting. In addition to performing the actual routing task, this 
model also includes the control of nearest neighbor detection cycles and the handling 
of detection requests and detection replies. In the below program, ag refers to a 
DASM agent from PBR executing this program. 
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��+�,������+ � � � ,�
����+#���� � � �� � ,�� � ��#�, � � � � � +���
 � �*, �!������ 
�� �"+ �	�
 � � 
�,���	�
�� � ����+!���
���
������+ � �	� ��# � ��
���
������$+ � � ������
 � � ) � � � ���
��
� � � � � � 
�� �	"��(+����$���% � ) :

����%�&�� ! � #
��'��
� � ) � � �-) 
 � � 
�� � ����+*����
���#�
�,�� # ��'"�
� �"� ���
�	�
�� � ����+!� ��
���#�
�,�� � ) �'�����'
� � ) � � �-)�
 � � 
�� � ���+(��� 
")	� � # ��'"�
� ��� ���
�	�
�� � ����+!����
�)�� � � ) �'	����' ��� ) � � � 
���, +���
(����� ��� ��
���
������+ � ) � � � 
���,
� � � � � � +���
 � � ����� 
�,�, =

) � � ��)!� � � ���	� 
�,�, #
�$'��
� � � � 
�� ����+���	��� � ) � �	� ��
��� )
	� ) � � � 
�� ��+� � ����'����$' ��� "�+(� � � ��� ) � � � 
�� �$+ � 
���+���
 ��
�,���� ��� ���$+ �
� � ��+��")�#���
�	�
�� � ���$+	� � � � � � +���
 � ) � � ��)(� � )�+�,������$+ �	� ∈

	�����' #
��'"�
��'�# )

=
�$+���)�#���
�	�
� � �	�$+(� � � � � � +���
 � ) � � ��)(� � )�+�,������+ � �

� � � � 
�� ���$+��$���% � ) � ) � )�+�,������+ � � ��� )�
	��"�+!� � � 
���� ��+")
� � � � � � 
�� �	"��(+��������� � ) :

����%�&�� ! � #
��'��
� � � � 
�� ����+���$ ��% � ) � ) � , � �(� � )�+�,�������+ � �'
���$' �	� � +���
 ��,
) � ,�,���)�
, � ��)

5 Distr ibuted Location Service 

With each node we associate a set of direct neighbors in the dynamic hypercube (see 
Sect. 2.1) as identified by a dynamic function hypercubicNeighbors on nodes. 
� �")�
�����#�������	�
�� � ���$+	�$, :

	���"�
→

	�����'����$'�#

For a given node and a given destination address, a hypercubic neighbor on the 
way to the final destination is computed using the following dynamic function. 

� 
���� � ��)�
!� ��#�������	�
� � �	��+!� :
	$����

×
�"��������

→
	�����'

The definition of this function is based on the definition of another dynamic function, 
called computeNextID, which performs the actual address calculation on the dynamic 
hypercube. For brevity, we refer to [1] for the definition of this address calculation. 
�$+���)�#���
�	�
����� $

:
�����������

×
�"����$���

→
������$���

� 
���� � ��)�
!� ��#�������	�
� � �	��+!� �
	&��� � =  ∈
	�����'

:  ∈
����)�
(� ��#�������	�
� � ����+!��, �
		�

∧ �� � ���	��
�,�, =
��+��)�#���
�	�
����� � �
	&� � ���!��
�,�, �����

Consider some sequence of consecutive packets received, one by one, from the 
transport layer. The first packet of every such sequence requires special treatment. 
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This packet needs to be stored locally to first determine the position of the destination 
node before sending the packet. Accordingly, we assume that the first packet always 
can be recognized as such using a monitored Boolean-valued function on packets. 
���"����#�� %('�� '���$, �") � � � 
�� :

� ��%�&�� !
→

�����(� � "����,���) � � � 
�� :
��$�

→
���%&��(!

A location reply to the location service always matches a pending location request. 
Thus, the contained position information of the sender is added to a waiting first 
packet, which then eventually can be sent via the position based routing. 

When receiving a location request, the location service checks the address of the 
final destination. This address is encoded into the data part of the discovery packet. 
We therefore introduce a partial dynamic function address defined on packets. 

� ���(��
",�, :
����%�&�� !

→
�-���������

If the final destination address does not match with the local node, we calculate the 
next hypercubic neighbor on the way to the final destination and forward the request. 
� ��� ���
����,��$+�)�
	���-� � � � 
�� � ) :

� ��%�&�� ! � �
� � ) � ���")�
 � ��+�� � ���+ � ��
�)��� #��$'�� ��� 
����(� � ��� )�+�,�������+ � � � "�+(��� � ����+ �

� � � "���$,���) � � � 
�� � ����)(� � )$+�,������$+ � :
�*) � , � �(� � )$+�,�������+ �

� � � � 
�������+�� ����� � � � � "�����,���) � � � 
�� �� � ) � ���")�
 � ��+�� � ���+ � ��
	��#�
",�� #���'"�
� � ) � � ���	��
�,�, = � � � � +���
 � � ���(� 
�, # �$'�� �	� � 
 � 
�� � ��
 ��+�� � ���$+ � ��
")	�	�
� �"� ����
���+� � ���$+ � ��
�)�� � � ) �'�����' �	� �$+���)�#���
 � 
���� ����)�
�����#����� � 
�� � ����+!� ��� � "�+	� � � ��� ) � � � 
��
�$'�# ) � � 
���� � ��)�
�����#�������	�
� � ���+!� � � � � � +���
 � ) � � ���!��
",�, �
) � � � )!� :

� ) ��� ,�)�
�����" � � 
���� ��+�) � � ��� 
 ���-) 
(����#���

� � � � 
�� ����+�� ����� � ) �

We can now define the model of the distributed location service through the below 
DASM program DistributedLocationService (where ag refers to a DLS agent).  
��,���������#���
�����+� � ���+ � ��
(� )�����
��
� � � � � � 
�� �	"�� +�����! � ��� ,�)�+	� � � ) :

� �%&��(! � # ��'��
� � '���$,���) � � � 
�� � ) � #
�$'�� �	� ����,���+�)�
(� ��
�,��� ��� ����+ � )�+�,�������+ � "�����,��
���,��$+�)�
	�(�
", �� ��� ���$+ � ��+",������+ � � ) � ��� )*� � � ����� 
�,�, �
� � � "�����,���) � � � 
�� :

�*) ��� � � ��
	����
��� � ��
 � � , ��+*��
 "����$,�� ) � � � 
��
'�����' �	� ��
�,���� ��� ���$+ � )$+",������$+ � ��, � ��� 
 � �	� ��� +�� �� � � � 
�� ����+��&����� � ) � �
) � � ��)!� � )�+",������+ � :

� � � � "�����,���) � � � 
�� � ����)(� � )�+-,������$+ �
� � � � � � 
�� �	"�� +���� ����� � ) :

� �%�&��(! � #���'��
� � ) � ����)�
 ∈

� ���%$��� ����
*# ��'"�
� �"� ����
����,��$+�)
(� � � � � � 
�� � ) �'�����' � � � � 
�������+���!*� ��� ,�)$+(��� � ) �
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��,���+�)�
	���
",���� ��� ���+ � ��+�,�������+ � � � :
�"�������� � �

��'�# ) � � 
���� � �-) 
(����#������	�
�� � �	�$+	� ��� � � � +���
 � ���'���#�'"��� � ��%�&�� ! � �$#�� � ��� �� 
 � ��
 ��+�� � ����+ � � 
��#�
�,�� ) � � � 
��'���#�'"���*	�����' � �$#�� � � ,
� � � � )!� :=

� � � � � ����� 
�,�, :=
) � � ���(� 
�,�, � � � )�+-,�������+ � :=

) � )�+�,�������+ �
� � , � �	� :=

, � , � � ����� 
�,�, := � � � � +���
 � � ���	��
�,�, � , � )$+",������$+ � := � � � � +���
 � )�+�,
� � ���")�
 :

� ��+�� � ���$+ � ��
	��#�
�,��
� � � ���(��
",�, :

� �
� � � � 
�� ����+��&����� � � �

6 Concluding Remarks 

We present a DASM model of the network layer protocol for geographic ad hoc 
routing based on the hypercubic location service defined in [1]. Conceptually, the 
network layer splits into two separate sublayers, one for the location service and one 
for the position based routing. Our model captures the core functionality of both 
sublayers exposing the key properties of the network layer protocol. The particular 
focus is on the overall interoperability of protocol entities rather than on the details of 
their internal realization. We formalize the basic algorithmic aspects with a degree of 
detail and precision that goes far beyond the informal, pseudocode like description of 
fundamental operational aspects as presented in [1].  

The abstract operational view allows us to represent a relatively complex protocol 
in a concise and coherent way so that one can analyze the resulting behavior. Not yet 
included is the reorganization of the dynamic hypercube as required for the elimina-
tion and insertion of nodes in order to ensure fault tolerance of the distributed location 
service. This is feature defined in [1], and we do not see any principle difficulty for 
extending our model accordingly. Also not included are the operations to be per-
formed when a node is switched on or switched off. 
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